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1 Introduction
I fully support the central tenet of this bill which is to remove ticket voting. This change is necessary
to ensure the alignment of voter’s intent with electoral outcomes for the Australian Senate. I will not
provide further comment on this aspect of the bill in this submission.
This remainder of the submission addresses other issues arising from the Commonwealth Electoral
Amendment Bill 2016.

2 Initial Count
Proposed Subsection 273 (2) c (ii) as originally drafted required AEC staff to “count the ballot papers
without inspecting them” after ballot boxes are opened. It is good to see that this idea has now been
dropped, but it is worth emphasising why such a change to the Bill was so important. The originally
proposed amendment would have removed a cornerstone of electoral integrity from the senate
count process. Australian elections rely heavily on the concept of multiple independent counts
having sufficient alignment to give confidence in electoral outcomes. Typically initial counting of
votes to first preference was done at voting centres in the presence of scrutineers soon after ballot
boxes were opened. The absence of initial count information from the count would in my view have
had the potential to reduce the public’s confidence in the Senate’s final count.
Currently, first preference votes for all above the line groups and below the line candidates are
counted at voting centres and published on the AEC’s VTR internet site as group totals by venue or
vote type. The proposed amendment would have prevented that from happening at future senate
elections, resulting in the public not being able to identify an alignment between the initial
independent count and the final count.
Additionally, current initial count and reporting arrangements allow most candidates elected to the
senate to be identified on or soon after election night by examining the first preference vote counts
done in attendance voting venues. This is possible because electoral outcome for senate elections is
predominantly determined by first preference votes. This will become increasingly the case with the
removal of tickets and the introduction of optional preferential voting above the line.
Australian electors rightly put a lot of trust in initial counts because they know they are done
independently at thousands of locations by tens of thousands of unrelated people and as such it
would almost be impossible to commit a significant electoral fraud without detection.
Previously AEC management and the public could cross check the final first preference count with
initial count to confirm count electoral integrity. The proposed amendment would have changed the
relationship the public has with the Senate election process. Should it have been enacted there
would have been no ability for the AEC management or the public to cross check the final senate
count result only the number of ballots. The current initial count is a significant deterrent to vote
tampering post-election night based on this well understood process. Without an initial count the
AEC will be relying entirely on prevention mechanisms to stop tampering such as sealed containers.
I would understand that the original decision to not count the senate to first preference may have
been made to reduce effort in polling places on election night and possibly as a cost saving measure.
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I fully understand the reasoning behind the need to reduce polling place counting effort. I have
personally experienced the issues associated with counting senate papers to first preference in a
polling place on election night.
An alternative to the AEC’s current initial count approach could be to follow what is done in NSW for
Legislative Council elections.




Count above the line to first preference group votes without any assessment for formality
Count below the line ballot papers (not the preferences) without consideration for
informality
Count informal blank ballots.

This approach would greatly reduce the effort of election officials compared to current AEC
requirements and still provides adequate result information to allow potentially 5 out of 6 senate
candidate positions to be predicted.
It should also be emphasised that with the rise of pre-poll voting a the above proposed simplified
initial count to group voting first preference will help reduce the effort required of DRO staff postelection day. Again it is important that initial counts of pre-poll votes is done as soon after election
day as possible to minimise the risk of ballots being lost without detection in the DRO’s office.

3 Count Integrity Confirmation
Given initial count of senate results appear now to be in the bill, and the purpose of the initial count
is to prove final result integrity, I would suggest that the bill also add a provision requiring the AEC to
report on the differences between initial and final count first preference above the line group voting
square results. This would be technically a very easy change, as the AEC has both sets of data and
could easily prepare a download and report showing these discrepancies.
The report should clearly state why significant differences have occurred and why the AEC believes
the final count is correct rather than the initial count. Also given there will be small discrepancies
due to normal human counting and handling errors it is important the AEC define when a
discrepancy is significant. I would suggest a significant discrepancy could be a discrepancy greater
than 1% of the final vote where it is more than 500 votes or is 5 votes where the final vote is equal
to or less than 500 votes.
I accept that this would be considered a brave move by many electoral authorities as it potentially
may lay the electoral authority open to criticism which may otherwise have been avoided. I believe
the increase in public confidence of revealing fully and openly all potential counting errors in the
count far outweighs the downside of public criticism. I would also understand that for this approach
to be beneficial a greater level of maturity both in the media and the public regarding expectations
of count accuracy needs to occur.

4 Ballot Paper Handling
Bill Subsection 273 defines a process for handling senate ballot papers which requires the papers to
be moved in containers from the voting centre to the DRO office and then to a central state-wide
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count centre. The bill requires the DRO to open the container and count the number of ballots and
confirm it matches the return in the container. Although this may seem a sensible check experience
in NSW for 2007 and 2011 elections that the more often ballot containers are opened and ballots
handled the more likely ballots will be lost or mishandled.
It is my view that the best approach would be for the DRO to only count the containers, not open
the containers. The DRO should ensure all containers have arrived and have been dispatched and
the seals are intact, which is the norm to prove good chain of custody in many logistics operations.
This approach will reduce the likelihood of mishandling and potential loss of ballot papers in the
DRO’s office. This approach will also allow DROs to focus on the initial count of pre-poll and other
ballots in their office which is in itself a mammoth task.

5 Unused Ballot Paper Handling
NSW Legislative Council experience indicates that one of the problems which can be encountered at
a central scrutiny is the existence of anomalies and inconsistencies between the returns completed
by the polling officials and the actual materials they have sent in. These will typically need to be
resolved by reconciling the returns on the basis of a detailed examination of the actual materials.
Bill Subsection 273 defines a process for handling ballot papers taken from the ballot box but does
not address what happens to unused ballot papers. Experience in NSW has shown that often unused
and used ballot papers are co-mingled at source or are simply just packed in the wrong box. The
effect of these errors are significant when only used ballots are sent to the central count centre for
further processing. It is an enormous problem for count centre staff to retrieve missing papers at
that point to allow the final count to be performed. The only resolution to this problem is to send all
ballot papers forward to the central count centre directly from each voting venue. This approach
gives the maximum opportunity to resolve reconciliation issues in a timely manner prior to data
entry and the final count.
I am aware of a situation where some 2,800 pre-poll votes were found to be missing after comparing
initial with final count data at the end of all data entry. These ballots were subsequently found
amongst the unused ballots in the RO’s office a day before the office was due to be closed. Had they
not been found, it is probable they would have been thrown out with the unused ballot papers. This
situation would not have occurred if all the used and unused ballots were sent to the count centre.
The only downside to this approach is the need for more storage space and the potential for blank
informal ballots without initials to become confused with unused ballots.

6 Financial Impact
I note that the bill does not provide any cost estimates for the effort to count ballots which have 6 or
more preferences above the line.
To assist the committee I have prepared below a “back of the envelope” estimate of what the AEC
could expect the labour effort to be for double keying a senate election conducted in line with the
approach outlined in the bill and an alternative single preference approach the committee may wish
to consider. Note, the estimate is only for the cost of staff batching and counting votes in a state-
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wide count centre, and all associated work. The current cost of central vote counting will need to be
subtracted from this figure if the true incremental election cost is to be determined.
I do not believe scanning of ballots would be possible given the size of the NSW ballot. I also doubt if
scanning would give a cheaper, more timely and cost effective result than double keying. Experience
in the last NSW local government elections were ballots were scanned suggests scanning may not be
that useful.

6.1 Bill Approach
The voting instructions require voters to mark at least 6 above the line group voting squares with
preferences above the line. The result of this will be that only a limited number of ballots will have a
single preference above the line (formal due to saving provisions) and as such will be amenable to
bulk entry of the single preference by group totals. Currently in NSW voters are instructed that they
can place a single preference above the line. Some 80% of the above the line votes have only a single
preference. These votes can be counted by hand to first preference and then bulk entered into the
counting software thus saving significant keying effort.
Based on staff effort for NSW state election in 2015 it can be assumed that the AEC will need to
spend about $30M for staff to batch and data enter all ballots for the senate Australia wide using
provisions in the current bill. The size of facility would be extensive and the time taken would be
significant. Reasonably in NSW if every senate paper was data entered the result would not be
known for at least one and a half months to two months after election day and the facility needed
would be in the order of 7,000 sq. m. requiring about 120 networked computers. It is fully
understood that this is a large warehouse and will be difficult to procure at short notice.

6.2 Alternative Approach
If the voting instructions were aligned with the NSW Legislative Council (LC) where the voter is told
they only need to place a single preference above the line, then the data entry effort would be
greatly reduced as it could reasonably be expected based on NSW experience that only 20% of
ballots would need to be entered. This approach would require the AEC to spend about $8M for
staff to batch and data enter all ballots for the senate in Australia. The facility and computer
requirements would remain the same as the bill approach but the time to complete would be more
likely only 20 days.

6.3 Optional Preferential Below the Line
The proposed full preferential voting below the line is not consistent with the proposed optional
preferential voting proposed for above the line. Full preferential voting below the line also is very
expensive to count posing significant difficulties for the AEC.
Notwithstanding the relatively small number of below the line votes it is my view optional
preferential voting should be used below the line if only to reduce counting effort.
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Appendix B – NSW Legislative Council Voting Instructions 2015
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